
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

MIND, 
Few are abla ta explain what is  meant by the 

term Mind. Yet it is a part of USI of which all 
may a d  &odd polsisess, a jus t  and adequate 
idea, for on the intelligent use of tha mind 
depends the rate of our moral and intellectual 
grolvv.th and, to  ar great extent, aur  relations 
with others. Materialists maintain that Mind 
has< no1 existence apart frolm the brain cells, and 
that thought consisits sodely in the1 stimulation 
of these by impact from olutside through the1 
channels of sense. This belief connotes, tha 
destructian od the mind at the death of the 
physiid body. Thlei new psychobgy teaches 
that the life of the Mind is, continumsl with tha t  
01 the Immortd Self, though it must not be 
identified with' the1 latter. The Mind i s  the in- 
strument of the Self, and to regard it as the 
Self is  to1 identify tha organist with1 his organ. 

Th'e Mind is1 fundamentdly dual. The higher 
mind is  that concerned with abstract thought, 
inteilllect and intuition. At the present stage od 
evolution this mind i s  undeveloped in thle 
majority. Th'e lower mind isi the concrete mind, 
that in whlich thei mental activities are directed 
to1 extwnal objects. I t  is often referred ta a5 
the den513 mc&il body, or the! brain mind. 

The matter which aggregates! round the 
atomia vibratory centre i s  known as1 mind-stuff ; 
it interpenetratels all the other kinds of matter, 
and1 its1 baundaries are those of the universe. 
It is responsive to those vibrations! which come 
from thte Self in the aspect of Knowledge, the 
Mind being a reflection in atomiic matter of this 
aspect olf the Self. This1 atomic matter, or 
mind-stujff, is 0% many qualities$, and in each 
individual i t  has1 its own range and rate of 
vibration. Tha fineist grade composes the 
higher mind, while the mental bodp is  built of 
mind-stuff ranging from the coarsest to a fine 
grade, thasa latter twa respectively correspond- 
ing to the solid states of matter and the 1owe5t 
ether af the physical world. Hence the appro- 
priateness of the adjective1 dense when applied 
to a hleavy, slow-working mind. 

A s  experience1 is  gained and the consciousness 
of the Sdf'is increased, i t  feels the mind, more 
or less, ais a limiting, hampering medium of ex- 
pression; and the more highly developed the 
Sdf, the mare dissatisfied he feels with the in- 
strument which is  his only means of making 
himself known to others. The mind1 has  been 
lilrened to thick glwes put on by a man for a 
specid purpose, in which his delicacy or 
power of touch is hindered. I t  has been said 

that happiness depends on the ability to e~xpresess 
ourselves. There is mehi bmth in this, for a 
large proportion of earth's suffering is due to  
olur inability to make ourselves understood. 
But many of t h  commoner banriers, to sdf- 
expression may ba removed by the study of our 
minds. The Mind is the1 result of paat  thinking, 
and we ourselves are responsible for i ts  p m e r s  
and defects, it.s strength and weakness. . Our 
hoyfulnes8s lies in the fact that it is not 
stationary; always it i s  being modified by 
thoughts\. Though it may )be a c a u s ~  of dis- 
couragement to us  wa cannot rid oursdives of 
it, or alter it suddenly by any effort of will; only 
very slo.~vly can w e  improve it. 
The existing atolms and vibrations wbich con- 

stituta tha mind ara modified by an impression 
received from outside, or they modify it. In- 
coming vibrations combine with those of our 
own minds, and the! result its in teirms of that 
combination. Accoirding to the type and colacur 
of our minds isi the impression made on the 
Self a s  the1 result of receiving vibrations from 
another mindi. We may take an illustration 
from light : If w e  look at a green object through 
a red glass i t  will appear to us  to be black, 
because the vibrations] wbich give USI the sensa- 
tioin 04 red are1 cut off by those yielding thei 
sensation of green, so the eye is  deceived into 
seeing the object as black. A blue object, 
lcmked at through a yellow glass, also appears 
a s  black. 

The individual mind isr a coloured medium 
whlich causes an object to appear a different 
colour from that i t  presents to the naked, eye, 
though that, too, modifies the viibrations it 
receives. The Self is  quite unconscious of this 
influence of his mind, a s  i t  is only through this 
that he can sea. Thus the mind presents us 
with a combination of itself and the external 
object-never the latter alone. It isl said that 
Turner's! magnificent sunset scenes were due to) 
this phenomencm, and this gives point to the  
protest cd a critic who told him that she had 
never seen such! skies as, h e  painted. The 
" artist's eye" isi the result olf the special 
quality and rate1 of vibration of the mind-stuff 
thlraugh which the Self cognises this world. 
So with the mind of the scientist, the states- 
man or soldier. Each receives a different im- 
pression of the same things. 

The practical application of this tends to 
make us humble, cautious, mora ready t o  
receive new i d a s ,  mora self-analytical than 
critical of others. I t  i s  the vibratory activity 
of others tha t  is responsible for our likes and 
dislikes. If it espresses itself in a way com- 
plementary to our own-as in the coloured- . 
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